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Abstract 

 
In this paper we have considered special form of v(hv) -torsion tensor                            

)( jkiijkkijijkijk chchchcP +++= μλ , where &λ μ  are scalar function positively 

homogeneous of degree one in iy  and call such a Finsler space is 
*
P - Reducible Finsler 

space. Also we have worked out the role of  
*
P - Reducible Finsler spaces in other 

special Finsler spaces.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Let nF  be n-dimensional Finsler space equipped with metric function ),( yxL . In the 
geometry of Finsler spaces, based on Cartan’s connection, we have three kinds of 
covariant derivative of a tensor field [4], [10]. We shall denote j|  as the h-covariant 

differentiation ⏐j, as the v-covariant differentiation and j∂&  as the δ -differentiation, i.e. 
the partial differentiation with respect to the element of support. There are three 
curvature tensors and three torsion tensors of Cartan’s connection Γc . These are 
 (1) hijkR    h-curvature tensor, 
 (2) hijkP    hv-curvature tensor,  
 (3) hijkS    v-curvature tensor, 
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 (4) hijk

h
ijk RYR =   (v)h-torsion tensor, 

 (5) hijk
h

ijk PYP =   (v)hv-torsion tensor, 

and (6) 2

4
1 LC kjiijk ∂∂∂= &&&  (h)hv-torsion tensor 

Various interesting forms of these curvature tensors and torsion tensors have been 
studied by Matsumoto and others [8], [13], [14]. Two of them are C-reducible Finsler 
space and P-reducible Finsler space, in which the (h)hv-torsion tensor and v(hv)-torsion 
tensor are of the forms 

 )(
1

1
jkiijkkijijk ChChCh

n
C ++

+
=  

            )(
1

1
jkiijkkijijk PhPhPh

n
P ++

+
=  Respectively, 

 
here ijh is the angular metric tensor, jk

ijki gCC =  and jk
ijki gPP = . It is to be noted that 

fundamental function of any C-reducible Finsler space is of the Randers type or the 
Kropina type [12]. Every C-reducible Finsler space is p-reducible and converse is not 
necessarily true. In 1976 H. Izumi [1], [2] introduced a P*-Finsler space, in which ijkP  
is of the form ijkijk CP λ= , where λ  is a scalar function homogeneous of degree zero in 

iy . It should also be noted that, in a c-concircularly flat Finsler space, the ijkP  my be 
written in this form. 
 The purpose of the present paper is to consider a special form of ijkP  given by 
(1.1) )( jkiijkkijijkijk chchchcP +++= μλ  

where λ  and μ  are scalar functions, positively homogeneous of degree one in iy . We 
shall call such a Finsler space as P*-reducible Finsler space. We will obtain the role of 
P*-reducible Finsler spaces in different special Finsler spaces   

A Finsler space with ijkP  of the form (1.1) reduces to a P*-Finsler space, when 
μ  vanishes, whereas it reduces to a p-reducible Finsler space, when λ  vanishes. Thus a 
Finsler space satisfying (1.1) is a generalized form of P* and P-reducible Finsler space. 
That is why, we say a Finsler space satisfying (1.1) as P*-reducible Finsler space. 
 A Finsler space with 0=ijkP  is called a Landsberg space [10], while a Finsler 

space with hikjhijk PP =  is called a p-symmetric Finsler space [14]. If 0=
⏐hijk

C , then nF  

is called Berwald’s space [10], [16], whereas nF  is called h-isotropic Finsler space [5], 
if its h-curvature tensor hijkR  is written in the form 
 )( ijhkikhjhijk ggggRR −= . 
Where R  is non-zero scalar. 
 We quote the following results, which will be used in this paper. 
 
Lemma 1: [8]- 2≥n  If the hv-curvature tensor hijkP  of a c-reducible Finsler space 
vanishes then it is a Berwald’s space. 
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Lemma 2: [7]- 2≥n  A Finsler space nF  is locally Minkowskian iff h-curvature tensor 

0=hijkR  and 0=
⏐hijk

C . 

Lemma 3: [15]- 2≥n  In an h-isotropic Finsler space hikjhijk PP =  and 0=hijkS . 
 
 
2. n-dimensional p*-reducible Finsler space 
 
 If nF  is a Landsberg space then 0=ijkP . Therefore form (1.1), we have 
  )( jkiijkkijijk ChChChC ++−= μ , 
and λμ =+ )1(n , hence we have the following 
 
Theorem (2.1): If p*-reducible Finsler space is a Landsberg space then it is a c-
reducible Finsler space.  

Since in a Landsberg space 0=hijkP , we have from lemma 1 and theorem (2.1). 
 
Theorem (2.2): If p*-reducible Finsler space is a Landsberg space then it is a Berwald 
space.  

In virtue of Lemma 2 and theorem (2.2), we have the following- 
 
Theorem (2.3): If p*-reducible Finsler space is a Landsberg space with vanishing h-
curvature tensor, then it is a locally Minkowskian space. 
 To find the hv-curvature tensor, we use  
(2.0) { }r

jkikrhijkhihijk cPPP +=
⏐)($  

 { }r
ijhkrhihijk ccS )($=   

And ( )ijhjihhij
lhlhLh +−= −

⏐
1  

where { }....$ )(hi  denotes the interchange of indices ih,  and subtraction. Thus for 
a p*-reducible Finsler space, we have 
(2.1) { } hijkijkhikjhjkihijkhhihijk shFhEhccaP λμ −+++= )($  
where 
 hhh ca μλ −= , 
 ( )hjjhjhhjjh clclLccE ++∂+= −1μμμ & , 

 ( )khhkhkkhkh clclLccF +++= −
⏐

1μμμ  

 λλ hh ∂= &   and  μμ hh ∂= & . 
 A 2P -like Finsler space has been introduced by Matsumoto [6], in which hijkP  of 
the form 
(2.2) { }ijkhhihijk caP )($=  
on the other hand he [6] also studied a Finsler space, in which hijkP  is of the form 
(2.3) { }ijkhikjhhijkihhijk hFhEhGP ++= )($  
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where ia , ihG , jhE  and khF  are Finsler tensor fields. The form (2.1) of hijkP  shows that 
it is more general than the form (2.2) and (2.3) of hijkP . 
 Since the curvature tensors hijkP  and hijkS  have the identities, 
(2.4) hikjhijkohijk

PPS −=−
⏐

, 

(2.5) jkhihikjihjkhijk SSSS =−=−= ,  and 
(2.6)  0=++ hkijhjkihijk SSS  
Therefore form (2.1), we get 
 
Theorem (2.4): In p*-reducible Finsler space, 
(2.7) i) { }hijkik

r
jhrij

r
khrhiohijk

shcchccS λμμ 2$ )( +−=
⏐

 

(2.8) ii) 0=++ khjiikjhhijk PPP  
Remark: It should be noted that the second identity in theorem (2.4) also holds in a p-
reducible Finsler space. 
 Next we consider a p-symmetric Finsler space, in which hikjhijk PP =  [6]. In view 
of (2.4) and (2.7), we get 
(2.9) { }ij

r
khik

r
jhhirhijk hchccs −= )($2 μλ  

 In an 4S -like Finsler space the v-curvature tensor hijkS  is of the form [13] 

(2.10) hkijijhkhjikikhjhijk MhMhMhMhSL −−+=2 . 
Where ijM  is a symmetric indicatory tensor. 
 From (2.9) and (2.10), we have the following, 
 
Theorem (2.5): A p*-reducible p-symmetric Finsler space is an 4S -like Finsler space. 
 Now let us suppose that nF  is h-isotropic, then in view of Lemma 3, it is p-
symmetric and 0=hijkS . Hence from (2.9), we get 0=μ , as { } 0$ )( ≠− ij

r
khik

r
jhhi hchc . 

Thus  
we have the following. 
 
Theorem (2.6): If a p*-reducible Finsler space is h-isotropic, then it is a p*-Finsler 
space. 
 Now let us suppose that nF  admits a concurrent vector field ix  [11], then 

i
jj

ix δ−=⏐  and 0=⏐j
ix , which leads to  

 0=+ ijkijk
h cPx . 

Transvecting this equation with iy  and ix  respectively, we get 
 0=hik

h Px , 0=h
hij xc . 

 
 
In view of (1.1) these equations lead to 
 0}{ =+ j

i
kik

i
ij cxhcxhμ  
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Since 0}{ ≠+ j

i
kik

i
ij cxhcxh  for a concurrent vector field ix , therefore 0=μ . 

 
Theorem (2.7): If p*-reducible Finsler space admits a concurrent vector field, then it is 
a p*-Finsler space. 
 There are two expressions for the hv-curvature tensor hijkP , one of them is given 
by (2.0), whereas the other is [10] 
(2.10)  }{$ /)( rik

r
hjhijkhihijk PccP +=  

Substituting (1.1) into the two relations (2.0) and (2.10), we have the following theorem 
 
Theorem (2.8): A p*-reducible Finsler space satisfies 
(i) iklhilhkklhhkllhkihklihihiklihkl chchchchchccc ||()({$ )(// +++++=− μμλ  

   ))()(()2 1
kiiklhillihkhkli clclhclclhLcc +++++ −μ  

   )}( rhklirhiik
r chchc ++ μ , 

(ii) })1({$ )(|| kihihihiih cnccc μλ ++=− . 

 Since the scalars λ  and μ  are homogeneous function of degree one in iy , we 
can easily show 
 
Theorem (2.9): The condition that a p*-reducible Finsler space be a Landsberg space is 
that 
 0=+ ihhi cc λλ  and 0=− ihhi cc μμ . 
 
 
3. Two and Three dimensional p*-reducible Finsler space 
 
 First of all we shall discuss the two dimensional Finsler space 2F . With 
reference to Berwald’s frame ),( ii ml , the angular metric tensor, (h) hv-torsion tensor, 
and (v) hv-torsion tensors are given by [10] 

jiij mmh = , kjiijk mmmILc =  
(3.1) and '| kjioijk mmmIP =  
where I  is the main scalar. From above equations it follows that ijkP  may be written as 
the form (1.11) with )3(| μλ += ILI o . Thus we have the following- 
 

Theorem (3.1): Every two dimensional Finsler space is p*-reducible Finsler space, 
where the main scalar I  satisfies 
  )3(| μλ += ILI o . 
 Next we deal with three-dimensional Finsler space. With respect to orthonormal 
frame ie )(α , 2,1,0=α , the (h) hv-torsion tensor is written as [9] 
(3.2) kjiijk eeecLc )()()( γβααβγ=  
where the scalar component αβγe  are such that 0=βγoc . 
 Hc =111 , Ic =122 , Jcc =−= 112222 . 
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The scalars H , I  and J  are called main scalars and satisfy the equation LcIH =+ . 
 If δαβγ ,c  are h-scalar derivative of αβγc , then we have [9], 
 0,0 =δβγc , ,,,111 3 δδδ JhHc +=  
 ,,,112 )2( δδδ hIHJc −+−=  
 ,',122 3 δδδ JhIc −=  
and ,,222 3 δδδ IhJc +=  
where δh  are adapted components of h-connection vector jh . 
From (3.2), it follows that 
(3.4) kjiijk eeecP )()()(0, γβααβγ=  
since )( 00 βααβ δδδ −  are scalar components of ijh and ii cec )1(= , therefore from (1.1), 
(3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), we get 
 cHJhH μλ 33 00, +=+ , 
 JIhJ λ=+ 00, 3 , 
 JIhHhJ λ−=−− 000, 2 , 
 cIJhI μλ +=− 00, 3 . 
Solving these equations, we get 

(3.5) 00 =h , 
J
J 0,=λ  and 

cJ
IJ

c
I 0,0, −=μ  

Hence we have the following- 
 
Theorem (3.2): In a three-dimensional p*-reducible Finsler space, the scalar component 

0h  of h-connection vector ih vanishes and the scalars λ  and μ  are given by (3.5). 
Applicative Areas:- 
 The special Finsler Spaces can be applied in various branches of theoretical & 
computational Physics, theory of anisotropic media, lagrangian mechanics, to solve 
optimization problems, theory of Ecology, Theory of evolution of Biological Systems, 
in describing the internal symmetry of Hedrons, theory of Space Time & Gravitation, 
deformation of crystalline media, Seismic Phenomena, interfaces in thermodynamics 
system etc.  
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